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What is Affective Event Classification? 

• Affective events: events that have a positive or negative effect on people who 
experience the event.

• Task: Label an event, <Agent, Predicate, Theme, Preposition Phrase>,  with its prior 
polarity (“positive”, “negative” or “neutral”). 

<I, feel, sleepy, in presentation> 

positive events:   my paper is accepted to EMNLP,  I get my Phd. degree 
negative events:  I feel sleepy in this presentation,  reviewers didn’t read my rebuttal              
neutral events:    I walk,  I see a stranger 

<EMNLP, accept, my paper, -> 

<I ,walk, -, ->



AEKB(Ding and Riloff, 2018)

• Extracted from nearly 1.4 million personal blog posts. 

• Created an Affective Event Knowledge Base (AEKB) of over 571,000 
English event phrases labeled automatically with affective polarity.

• But suffers from coverage and accuracy problems.



A BERT-based classification model (Aff-BERT)

<I, ride, bike,->
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Experiments

• Tested over the Blog test set of 1,000 events 
(Ding and Riloff, 2018). 

• Aff-BERT trained with the AEKB data performs 
better than the AEKB itself.

• Aff-BERT(Gold) on a relatively small amount of 
gold labeled data produces a strong Affective 
Event classifier.
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10-fold cross validation 
over the Blog test set

Aff-BERT trained with 
AEKB’s predictions as 
ground truth

How could improve Aff-BERT(Gold), 
given the gold training set is small? 
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Discourse-enhanced Self-training

• Our algorithm takes the event and its set of contexts into consideration 
when predicting a label for the event, as context around an event could 
help determine the polarity of the event.

I went  to the party last night. That was fun.

<I, go, -, to the party >

That was funI feel excited

It was a blast

Prediction



Coreferent Sentiment Expressions(CSE)

Forms:
1. {this/that/it/I}, {be/feel/seem}, {ADJ+}

e.g.,  That is horrible; I feel angry

2.   {this/that/it}, {be/feel/seem}, {ADJ* N+}
e.g.,   This was a blast; That was a disaster

coreference sentiment-bearing



Dataset Construction

EventsCSE

Make 

Queries

Make 

Queries

Seed CSEs

Patterns

This is terrible

Oh my god. I just got COVID. 
This is terrible!
I again failed my exam. This is 
terrible. 
….

<I, get, COVID, ->I can’t believe I got COVID. I am scared.

I just got COVID. I am worried now

I am scared
I am worried

Instantiate CSE 

patterns with 

words from MPQA

{this/that/it/I}, 

{be/feel/seem},

{ADJ+}

Terrible

“This is terrible” 

….

Events1 CSE1

Events2 CSE1

… …

Event1’ CSE1’

Event1’ CSE2’

… …

<I, get, COVID,->
This is terrible

I am scared
I am worried
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Self-training
• A typical method to explore 

unlabeled data

• Advantage:
Simple and useful

• Disadvantage:
1. Prediction errors get amplified
2. May learn what’s already been 

known.
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Discourse-enhanced Self-training
• New instances are labeled only if 

both sources of information agree, 
which yields high-quality labels

• A more diverse set of instances will 
be labeled than if only the 
classifier’s most confident 
predictions were used.
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<I, get, cold, ->

Set of CSEs

<I, get, COVID, ->

Set of CSEs



Discourse-enhanced Self-training
Predictions based on joint scores

Event
Classifier

Joint Scoring 
Function
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<I, not pass, 
my history test,->

That is tiring.
It is unreasonable.

This is success.
…

Coreferent 
Sentiment Expressions 
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Experiments

Method Precision Recall F1
Supervised 76.5 75.2 75.7
Self-training 77.6 77.2 77.0

DEST 79.6 78.7 79.0

• 10-fold cross validation over Twitter Test to compare:  Supervised, Self-training, 
Discourse-enhanced Self-training (DEST)

• External sentiment classifier: a BERT fine-tuned over the Twitter sentiment analysis 
dataset in SemEval-2017 (Rosenthal et al., 2017)

• DEST improved the supervised model substantially, while Self-training has small gains

Aff-BERT was used in Supervised, Self-training, and DEST. Results reported after 10 iterations.



Experiments

• Self-training declines after the first 
iteration and stays stable without 
further improvement.

• The learning curve of DEST 
gradually ascends and shows signs 
that it could potentially exceed that 
peak with more unlabeled data.



Conclusion

• Proposed a BERT-based supervised classifier for affective event recognition, which
substantially outperforms a large affective event knowledge base. 

• Designed the Discourse-enhanced Self-training algorithm to leverage unlabeled 
data iteratively, which substantially improved upon the supervised learning 
results. 

• The Discourse-enhanced Self-training algorithm could be used to enhance the Self-
training with different knowledge resources in other tasks. 

• Our trained model and the data including the unlabeled dataset and the test set 
(Twitter Test) are publicly available.


